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ABSTRACT

The general formulations of primary fields versus quasi-primary ones in the context of
high order Vjrasoro algebra {HOVA) and the corresponding Ward identity are explored.
The primary fields of conformal spins up to 8 are given in terms of quasi-primary fields,
and the general features of the higher order expressions are also discussed. It is observed
that the local fields, either primary of quasi-primary, carry the same numbers of central
charges, and not all the primary fields contribute to the anomalies in the Ward identities.
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1 Introduction

In two dimension theories conformal invariance is a powerful symmetry attracting

excited notice. However in the course of deepening investigations one needs to extend the

symmetry to higher conformal spins. This was done first by Zamolodchikov and late*

by many other authors by proposing the W symmetry [1, 2], Recently we explored the

high order Virasoro algebra(HOVA) emerging in the diffeomorphisms of Sl -> Sl [3]. The

generator of HOVA is

m ~ dzk ^ ' '

and then the commutation relation can be written in a compact form as follows

= E i-
kll'.C pttltl

) ! " • + • *

(2)

where c is the central charge. Note that there is no factor 8k! in the central term, thus the

central term for the operators of different conformal spin is nonvanishing unlike the W

algebra proposed by Pope. This is crucial for the expressions of primary fields in terms

of quasi-primary ones. The lota! field corresponding to Lk
m is defined by

Z-zm+kUk(z). (3)

Thus the operator product expausion(OPE) can be given as

f/t[z)U,{w) = (-1) '+'I , kllk

Note that eq. 2 and eq. 4 are different from those given in ref.[3] in that here k can be

greater than I. The generators W^ of Wx algebra as the algebra of area-preserving

difTeorriorphisins can be expressed linearly in terms of the generators Lk
m defined above[4],

(5)
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where

(6)
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Therefore HOVA is in fact the same thing as Wx algebra. But it seems that HOVA

is easier to be handled in view of its compactness and simplicity. After introducing

the operation "associator", HOVA in ij-deformation admits central extensions as well as

Hopf algebra structure[3]. However either in W^ algebra or HOVA the local fields

corresponding to the generators are all quasi-primary fields except W-i = Ui = T, the

energy-momentum tensor. While the fields considered in CFT are, in general, primary

fields. Usually the primary fields are obtained by Sugawara constructton[5] or free field

representations. In this paper , we construct primary fields directly out of quasi-

primary fields and investigate the Ward identity associated with HOVA. It is noted that

some authors obtained the expressions for the primary fields iii terms of quasi-primary

ones up to W$ by the approach of Miura transformation using MATHEMATICA in view

of the tedious manipulation, and the A's in the expressions are somewhat ambiguous,

so actually the expressions are not completely clear [6]. However in this paper we give

out the expressions of primary fields up to H'g with full transparency, while the general

features of higher order expressions are also dicussed. It is also noted that the local fields,

either primary or quasi-primary, carry the same numbers of central charges, and not all

the primary field contribute to the anomalies in the Ward identities due to accidental

cancellations,

2 Primary fields versus quasi-primaries

(.'cider the coordinate transformation

(7)

the primary field Wn(z,z) transforms as foilows

which is equivalent to the following commutation relation,

- n(m + l)wm

(8)

here we simpiy denote An by n, and consider the analytic functions only. The primary

field Wn+i(w) can be expressed in terms of Ut(w) as

7 . - 1 [>,

wni.i(w) = v y y*

Inserting eq. 10 into eq. 9 we obtain

1

CJl-J-1 AT71-J-]
„ n-1 G 2 n - j i

do)

and the recurrence relation for a's

n 71,71-t-J
a < 1

(12)

= 0.

For c"1 terms in eq. 11, we have for

n.J t - l - l _

(13)



and

EH) t + '+ 2
n-k+2 u(+l (14)

With help of the above equations, we obtain the expressions of primary fields Wn+i(w)

for n = 1, ...,7 in terms of the quasi-primary local fields f*(uj) as follows,

W2

W3

(d2 - ^

Ws ~ 14£/4 + 2\dU3

W'fi - 42f/5 14(a3 - i|&t/,d - ^ ^

W7 ~ U2U« + 330d!/5

1287fJ(/6 + 1485{<92 -
336,/,n2 _ 336,
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2016^0 r 72 6048000 ,

(15)

It is interesting to note that it seems as if each local field carries a central charge, so

that the qtiardrat.ir and liighor order terms of local fields in the right hand side of above

equations are divided by appropriate number of central charges to keep balance of the

charge number of both sides. Now it is straightforward to express the quasi-primary

fields f/jt in terms of the primary fieids Wn. We have

2,
Uw3 - dw2),

- f d\v2)w3
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3 Ward identities associated with HOVA

The relativity principle in gauge theories implies Ward ic'entities of the correlation

functions which are gauge dependent. Consider the correlation function

Under the local HOVA transformation the primary field W,,^] transforms as follows:

6kWnM
w) = i ^k^)Vk{z)Wni+l{w), (17)

where

Thus in order to invesigate the behaviors of the correlation function under HOVA transfor-

mations we have to work out the operator product expansion(OPE) of Ui,(2)Wnj + ] which

ran easily be obtained by using eq. 4 and eq. 11. Then the Ward identity associated with

HOVA can be formulated as follows,

(Uk(z) Wni + i(zl)...Wni(z])...WnN(zN))

n j - l [« /2 ]

" J - 1 1 1 A- ' / r l

1 / „ _ nii (19)
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where we do not bother to displace tlie quasi-primary fields Uk by appropriate expressions

of the primary fields Wn. Rut in order to illustrate some features of the identity, we would

like to exhibit some low order ones,



+ \(z - zl)
1d1{W2(z1)W3(z2)Wt(z3))

where 5, denotes TJ^-. It. is noted that some of the variations of operators of primary

fields have no contributions to anomalies due to "arcidental" cancellations. Actually, the

primary fields pxiept W2 in the Ward identities wrt f.'i(c) give rise to vanishing anomalies

are just as expected from eq. 9, but there are still other fields which contribute null

anomalies in the Ward identities wrt variations of higher spin fields as can be seen from

the last example.
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